5K
Jackie Niven asks I’m trying to make
my pace quicker. I’m aiming to get a 5K
completed in 29.99 minutes!

You can
be in the
paper,
too!

introducing our

coach of the weeK

Peter Symons replies I did three things:

A) Changed my technique: I shortened my stride
and increased my footfalls, that is I take shorter
steps but turn my legs over more often. B) Became
fitter: I’ve been running for 18 months and doing
it seriously for just over 12, I don’t do much else in
the gym (I know, I know) and it’s taken me this long
to get to the point when my legs will do 5K at a 5:45
pace without significant burn. C) Bought lighter
shoes: Sounds silly, but buying new “light” shoes
took time off my per-K pace.

Jennifer Robinson asks I’m new to winter running, help! I’ve started wearing a running
balaclava, taking oregano capsules to mediate the
temperature fluctuation of running hot then freezing cold when I stop, and got proper pants. Please
share tips and tricks to handle the c-c-c-cold!

Murray Cass replies I actually run very
little outside all year round. My knees don’t like
the hard surfaces. I’ve got a couple meniscus tears
that cause my knees to swell up. So I experimented
with soft tracks and treadmills. (This was traumatic because I was no longer running on my favourite
outside routes. Initially I had the same revulsion
towards treadmills as most people have.) Then I
noticed that after several months the swelling in
my knees went down. Now I’m pretty much like a
rodent: on a treadmill or round and round a track.

10K
Reena Basser asks I now run
four miles and I want to be able to
complete 10 by Dec. 20!
Lydia Vale replies Reaching 10 miles in
six weeks is a tall order. You need to put in place
a training program and stick with it. The program
I used for doing the marathon and half marathon
came from the book Marathoning for Mortals by
Jenny Hadfield and John Bingham. I borrowed
the book from the public library. As coincidence
would have it, Sporting Life put out a 10K training
program in 2011 also by Jenny Hadfield, which I
used for the annual 10K. Typically, in addition to
running and sprints, these plans include rest and
cross-training, all very important. These plans may
seem counterintuitive, but trust them to get you
safely there.
Juha Mikkola asks As it gets darker and
the weather gets colder, what’s the best workout
for a runner on those days that you just don’t get
outside for a run?
Vincent Man replies The obvious
choice would be to run indoors on a treadmill.
Failing that, you still want to get a good cardio
workout (perhaps some sort of fitness class or ice
skating could act as alternatives). Supplementing
cardio with weights could also be beneficial.
Try squats and lunges.

Harold Berger asks I’m training for my
first half marathon in January. I do my tempo runs
on the treadmill and my easy runs and long run
outside. Is this a smart strategy? Or should I be doing more outside running instead of the treadmill?
Elisabeth Abbat replies Running outside is different from the treadmill; there’s little
stones, irregularities on the road, temperature and
lots of other things to consider. I think that the
majority of your runs should be outside. Remember: your half marathon will be outside, so, if possible, get used to where you’ll be running and try
and even run some of the actual course. Also: if
your race has hills, train with hills in your runs!

half marathon
Alessia Cianni asks I ran in my first
half marathon this past STWM! I did better than
I thought, finishing in just under two hours. I’m
hoping to participate in the full marathon next
year, but I don’t know how I should be training. Is
it realistic to think that I can go from a half to a full
in one year?

Lucie Drabinova replies Sure thing.
You can do it! I couldn’t imagine running a full
marathon until after my third half marathon, because I was super exhausted after 21K, but then I
talked to a few inspiring folks who’ve done it and
so I just decided to do it. The first step: Decide you
want do it. I then chose the Hal Higdon Intermediate 1 marathon training (Google it) for 18 weeks
and stuck to it. I didn’t even stop running during
my wedding :-). And it was amazing. Super hard,
don’t get me wrong, but super amazing, too.

around the bay 30k
Kristin Parker asks How do I know if
Around the Bay is right for me? How much more
difficult is 30K than running the half?
Jenna Pettinato replies I chose Around
the Bay as a challenge as I transition from training
for a half marathon to a full marathon. This summer
I ran a 25K race and while I did find it more challenging mentally, physically I was able to run it strong
and continuously and that’s what 30K will be like.
It’s the perfect challenge for those of us who are
looking for something more than a half marathon.

coach me if you ran

It works like this:
Stacie Smith went to

eachcoach.com
and asked: Can cold air
damage your lungs if you
continue to run outside
throughout the winter?

We sent her question
to Reed Ferber, and he said:
No. You can get an uncomfortable burn but not to the point
of permanent damage. Best to
wear a scarf or neoprene neck/
face gator to filter and warm
the air. When it’s that cold, you
need to pay more attention to
the outside of your body than
the inside. Prevent frostbite!

On Twitter, we share tips

@eachcoach
marathon
Tanya Brunet asks Next year I plan to
run Around the Bay, the Ottawa Half Marathon on
May 23 then the Niagara Ultra Marathon (50K) in
June. Would doing the Toronto GoodLife Marathon
on May 4 be too much? The only race I want to PB
is the Ottawa Half (current PB 2:07). The rest are
for fun.

Tony Leslie replies Four races in about
seven weeks, you’re my idol! While I don’t think
you risk burnout, I do think you might risk a PB in
Ottawa. Three weeks recovery between GoodLife
and Ottawa might not be enough for a full recovery, but that depends on how you exert yourself
in the marathon. The marathon will interrupt your
last few weeks of training for Ottawa, especially if
you taper for the GoodLife race in early May.
Nicholas Violo asks I like to run indoors
on a treadmill during the winter and I’ve been getting faster. I can now run a marathon in under 4
hours, but I know I can do better. My goal is to one
day run in the Boston Marathon, so the qualifying
time is 3:05 and I am wondering what speed on the
treadmill I should be running. Right now, I run at
8.3 miles per hour. In my thinking, would 10 miles
per hour allow me to reach my goal?

Jean-Paul Hernandez replies If you
want to go faster, you have to train to run faster
— but not all right away. If you are able to run 8.3
miles consistently (without nearing your max
heart rate), then try increasing it after a couple
of weeks. Your body needs to adapt to the extra
load and speed that you are putting it through, so
small increases will help. Inclining the ramp on
the treadmill builds leg strength and strong legs
are faster legs. There’s a reason runners do hill
training aside from getting used to doing hills — it
builds strength in your quads.
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Reed Ferber Age 43 Profession Associate professor at the University of Calgary and director of the Running Injury Clinic. Creator
of a patented 3D gait-analysis system currently used in 10 different
running injury clinics across the country.
Favourite running song Melodic sounds of my wheezing and
heavy breathing
Favourite pre-race meal Burger and fries
How’d you start running? To de-stress during grad school. The
runs got longer and soon I decided to enter a marathon — my first
race ever.
If you could run with anyone, who would it be? Benard Onsare,
he’s got such a great story!
My sneakers are Nike Free
My next race is The Savary Island Triathlon

Rebecca Stovel asks I trained for and
ran STWM on Oct 20. I was on pace for 3:30 until
35K and my hip started to hurt (ended up with
3:43). After one week totally off, I saw a sports
doctor who worried I may have a labral tear or
stress fracture. My follow-up appointment with
the MD is Dec. 2 so I’m limited to yoga, Pilates,
upper body strength training and swimming.
Assuming I can start running again Dec. 2, how do
I get back into the swing of things?

Reed Ferber replies Once the doc gives
you the OK, start with low mileage, low intensity
and always keeping the runs pain-free. Recovery
from a stress fracture is a long process and must be
met with patience, muscle strengthening and TLC.

Lee Propp asks I have flat feet and run with
orthotics. I also make sure to keep my quads and
glutes strong. However, by the end of a long run
my knees are often stiff and sore. Suggestions?

Reed Ferber replies You’re on the
right track! But your calf muscles produce 80% of
the force to propel you forward and it sounds
like your quads are overcompensating. Your
orthotics statically support your flat feet so you
need to strengthen the muscles that dynamically
support the arches. A six-week heel-raise program
is my recommendation.
Angie Gordon asks I feel discouraged.
The high of STWM is over and with another run in
June (plenty of time) the recovery has been slow
considering I’ve run for five years. My question is
my back, in particular the small of my back feels
tremendous pressure walking or running and side
pains shoot down my thigh on the outside.
Reed Ferber replies Find a good sports
massage therapist and a sport physiotherapist. The
massage is to pinpoint adhesions and tight muscles.
The physio is to evaluate “core” function and put
you on a program. Embrace the drop in your mileage
for the next two weeks and listen to your body.
Jim Walker asks Please comment
on post-half marathon run mental lethargy.

Reed Ferber replies A key aspect of
running is the release of endorphins — natural pain
killing “drugs” produced by your body that give you
the experience of the “runner’s high.” After the race
you’re craving that same drug as you’re now in a
low. Dark chocolate can release similar endorphins!
Islay Julen asks Started training for the
Chilly Half. Oddly my issue is my upper back.
Partway into every run I get a nagging pain just
below my shoulder blade. Going for massages
doesn’t seem to be helping. Can you?

Reed Ferber replies Often the arms
must compensate for lower body biomechanical
asymmetries and the upper-back pays the price for
the asymmetrical arm swing. A gait analysis can
reveal these asymmetries, but in the mean time,
concentrate on a more symmetrical arm swing.
Leanne Cooper asks My left knee was
painful, on the inside just under the knee, before
the Scotiabank marathon, which I ran anyway. I’ve
been unable to run since due to the pain. X-rays
are clear. My doctor diagnosed it as “runner’s
knee,” but that’s too generalized for me. Any
ideas as to what may be the cause? I’m in the best
shape and the fastest I’ve been for decades, so
this is not a too-much, too-soon injury.

Reed Ferber replies Runner’s Knee is pain
under the kneecap. This sounds like pes anserine bursitis. Three muscles come together at that spot and
the tendons look like the foot (pes) of a goose (anserine). Tricky injury to rehab, but the key is to concentrate on hamstring, groin and hip flexor strengthening. Embrace this and come back stronger!

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

